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THE SHELLS OF FOREGONE THINGSCatherine Bailey

I am built of small seeds,
of bent sand and cracked lava.
I am built of ochre canyon walls
that split like parching lips.
The rivers that flowed here
have all been diverted;
they tumble over distant hills
and resurrect as rain.
My bones become autumn
and wither into diamonds
of flaking rust and slipping silt
that paint the grasses red.
A speechless specter devours
this land, feasting on ferns
and the gelling blood of geese.
The squirrels are leeched
from the wondering branches
and young berries fall
from their hinges like snow.

Catherine E. Bailey is currently pursuing her Ph.D. in English at Western Michigan
University, where she's trying to channel her love of literature, ecofeminism, adolescent identity
construction, magical realism, postcolonial studies, and visual culture into a single dissertation.
Her writing has appeared in Line Zero, Poetry South, Scythe Literary Journal, Lingerpost, Yes!
Magazine, Afterimage Journal of Media Arts and Cultural Criticism, Worldchanging, Three
Percent, and other publications.

I am built of footprints
that echo striding legs,
but time and the silent
consumption of words
grind them into fine
illegible dust.
I am a landscape, small
and undetectable, hiding
under staggered skin and
rows of powdered masks.
Beneath them is nothing but
the thrill of vacant shivers,
the language of forgetting
and the shells of foregone things.
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RETURN LOVERaja Lewis

I gave you life & now this, a poem
it took you more than ½ a life
to return. Weren’t you always looking back
while moving forward? I know you never saw it coming
but that is what life is for, you’re orbiting
yourself, the wheel of life. Every planet has its seasons
it wasn’t enough to exist as a quasar or a dandelion or a striper
fresh from the Atlantic; I must have enjoyed myself in
each state like Whitman fell in love with the grass
what the skin draws in need of touch.
The dictionary & a poem can take you
anywhere you need to go, where are the people who
wished me well have they turned into flowers?
The cicadas are wheezing in the morning sun
Summer. The oleander has blossomed white
as a dogwood. My grandmother’s maple
thick roots coiled & branches towering
over her small, white house it leaned over
the porch as each year grew further into the ether
silent & strong old woman, small town Kansas.
Goodbye is just an echo of a semi’s wheels
through the pass. What strange ground to step down
onto the earth in dust & mud to begin to recall
the future as carefully as possible
like it was back then, when I could
hear your voice or see your smiling eyes
Don’t think you can keep anything at all.

Raja Lewis is from Kansas and grew up in the western United States. She writes every day.
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VICEPRESIDENTIAL SERIES #1: JOHN ADAMSHannah BakerSiroty

I am thinking of you, Abigail. Bones
waiting for me. I have done this before:

gone years with your curves only
handwritten. I was tempted, this morning,

thought to resend myself that letter
from May of ‘84—told me of your

arrival in Paris. All of my longing
sudden, rewarded.

Hannah BakerSiroty was born in Massachusetts, and currently lives with her wife in
Arlington. She has studied writing at The University of WisconsinMadison, Trinity College
Dublin, and Sarah Lawrence College. A former poetry fellow at The Writers’ Room of Boston
and The Vermont Studio Center, she was recently a featured reader in the Boston’s Best U35
Reading Series. Currently, Hannah teaches writing at Pine Manor College and is working on
her second book of poems—about vicepresidents. Her first book, Odd of the Ordinary, is
awaiting publication. You can find out more about Hannah at www.poetrying.com.
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DOG STORYMaria Pinto

When I tell you that I am sitting in the woods with a very old dog
dying in my lap, and behind rain clouds the sun has setthe temperature
has dropped, and his blood no longer seeps through my skirt and down my
legs because the wound has finally clotted but he is still dying, and his
teeth are bared, not in anger but in pain, as though the flesh knows it
must begin decomposition in earnestthat it must recede from bone, and
his breath is odd and painful as if trapped in terrible laughter, and my
own teeth chatter, I am chilled to the marrow, and I can hear his owners
singing “Frisky, Frisky,” in voices that are not yet panicked, in voices that
cannot know what is in store, and no word could be less descriptive of
their failing beast, not now, and we haven’t wandered too far from his
hometheir voices are near so they’ll be upon us in minutes—when I say
all of this and then tell you that I am not thinking about the matter at
hand nor of the imminent consequences but instead of my older brother’s
ability to find me, on the first try, anywhere I hid during our hide and
seek wars of the early 1990’s, I trust you will want to know if I have gone
crazy. I don’t think I have. I think there is an explanation here. His skills
as a seeker have always troubled me.

There I was, seven. He was thirteen—we were both lanky, he
properly a boy, I only playing at it. We had the same body and face despite
our different fathers. My mother had run away with my father, but he
disappeared on learning she was pregnant with me. My brother’s father
took her back, despite it all. I am a bit of a stranger, even at home.

We kids were imaginative. And we were as clever and incapable of
boredom as any child who’d been forced out of the house into a backyard of
many acres was. We were taught to harness animals but to respect their
rhythms, to get out of the way of a rooster or rattle snake. I collected dead
chicks from the incubators. I was not told to look away as a goat was bled
hanging from its hooves or a headless turkey’s muscular breast twitched
under the blade of a knife. I did a lot of running around with our old dog
Stardust, whom my stepfather said was a worker, but I knew was my pet,
and my play was no different from the acrobatic tumbling of the squirrels.
During hide and seek I would giggle to myself crouched low in some
genius spot like a refrigerator box set out to the curb or in the mock
chimney on the roof of our Louisiana house. And I would hear my brother
reach fifty and I would cup my hand over my mouth to keep the sound of
giggles from escaping, convinced he could hear everything I did, like a
superhero. Back then I thought the comic books that he looked up from,
annoyed, when I barged through the door to his room to solicit a game,
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were actually instruction manuals. The first couple of times I’d done this,
barged right in, he’d grabbed me by the arm, heedless of the way it was
meant to bend, and directed my attention to the framed note he’d hung on
the door using a hammer and nails he’d bought with allowance money. It
was a note the adults said he’d scribbled in red crayon in the waiting room
at the hospital where I was born, listing all the reasons taking me home
was unwise. These were the same reasons he didn’t need a little half
sister, why a little halfsister had better make herself scarce if she
insisted on living here. He’d always been such a funny, smart boy, my
mother was known to say, looking at me and seeing my father in my eyes,
I fear, and if I could be half as funny and smart, I would maybe, someday,
make a good wife for a husband. But what concern is that to a tomboy?
My concerns were lowness, compactness, quiet. Not to be seen, but to be
looked for. So I was always there, huddled into my secret spot with the
expectation that this time things would be different and my brother
wouldn’t find me, but just when I was sure I’d gotten way from him, he
would tap my shoulder, having approached whatever spot I was in with
unnatural stealth, and tell me he was done with this stupid game. And
that I’d better not bother him for a while. It was never his turn to hide.

Now I’m huddled over an ancient border collie who was hit by a
shabby car in this wealthy neighborhood a few hours ago, but is still
unaccountably alive. And when he was hit I was so transfixed by his pain
and so angry at the driver for backing up then skidding off, and so
unprepared for the future Frisky’s getting hit had made, that I crawled
deeper into the woods where I walk him every day for a little bit of
spending money and exercise and sat him down on my lap and began
singing under my breath and over his halfhearted whimpers. At first I
had a vague idea that I might find a rock and smash his skull with it, to
kill him instantly, or that I could drown him in the creek that ran though
the woods and was deep enough in some spots, but I simply didn’t have
the heart for either and it was easy to be fooled by his panting, which,
when the whimpers paused, looked so much like mirth. It was as if he was
saying “finally!” I’d always thought the fact that he was kept alive so long
with medication was cruel—the dog had seizures and heart problems and
arthritis and all he ever did was sleep—but now I could see the logic of
keeping him alive. Would I try to fix this situation with a pill if I could?
What is the threshold for suffering in a life that is not your own? At
roughly an hour in, sitting with Frisky until he was fully dead became a
trial I had to endure—or what? It became a meditation. I listened to his
breath as it caught, as it slowed. I thought about the progress I’d made in
life. The parttime administrative job I had was going nowhere and I
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hated it, and not having gone in today would give my boss a nice excuse to
fire me. Good. I could move back to the country. Live on a farm again.
The moment I thought this, a gentle rain began to fall and the leaves of a
nearby sapling shuddered and it sounded like applause. Now, I stroke
Frisky’s head and his eyes narrow in hurt or pleasure—I don’t know
which. He is a tenacious thing. And I remember wondering as the rain fell
hard for moments then let up again like a skirt calming in the breeze why
I thought moving away from my family had to mean moving to this
horrible city from which, even in these woods as night approached, I
would never be able to detect a star in the sky.

The youngest girl in Frisky’s family is on the path near the spot
where I’m sitting. It is dark enough that unless I were to move suddenly,
she’s unlikely to see. I’ve been oscillating between wanting to be caught
here and wishing Frisky would die so I could make the next move. In a
voice that is heartbreakingly small and sweet, I hear her whisper Frisky’s
name.

The final game of hideandseek between my older brother and me
took place on January 11th, 1992. I know this date because I’d begun,
with the help of my stepfather, to keep a log of my hiding places. My
stepfather had an account book dedicated to the activity of the farm, and
at my request had given me a blank copy of a similar book so that I might
keep my own affairs in order. January 11th, 1992 is written in my eight
yearold hand on the top of the last page I used, but there’s nothing
underneath. Despite the lack of record, the day remains distinct in my
memory—when my brother turned his back to me and leaned his head
against the rough bark of the pine tree that served as “base”, I dispensed
with my shoes—strictly forbidden by our parents—and hightailed it to the
side of the house. Once there, I silently took the grate covered in chicken
wire that served as a portal to the muddy cellar under our house, slid
down into it, and replaced the door behind me, listening as my brother
rounded out the 20s. I plopped down on my rear end in the mud, not
caring about the punishment that would result from forgetting my
feminine manners in this way. My stepfather had told both me and my
brother that we should never go down to the cellar, that serious business
was carried on down there and if we ever interfered with it we’d each get
the beating of a lifetime. This was a joke to me—I’d watched my brother
fetch things for his father from down there—did they really think I was
that blind? But the joke would be mine when my brother failed to find
this most clever of hiding spots. I was thinking this, and giggling to
myself when I spied Stardust’s lovely golden body in the corner of the
cellar, and approached my pet, whom I hadn’t seen in at least a couple of
days. This wasn’t unusual for Stardust. She was given to bouts of
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rambling just like any other wild thing. When I’d asked my father and
then my mother where she was, they’d both replied, “taking a trip.” But
when I got close enough that the flies who’d been steadily gnawing away
at her carcass buzzed up and swarmed away, and my body began to
shake with the scream that would not come up, no matter how hard I
tried to push it from my throat, I was grateful my brother found me and
hugged me, and stroked back my braids to comfort me, much as I am
comforting the moribund animal in my lap right now, coaching it in the
ways of death and dying.

Maria Pinto tries to go about each day as a young child would, in a constant state of wonder.
But that's really hard because she earns about as much money as a child and can't afford the
really powerful drugs. She lives and writes in Boston and has won some awards and been
published elsewhere, too.
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SWINGSETSTeslin Benedict
You remember swingsets. Scuffed hightops stirring the saltandpepper

gravel; moaned melody and cold cobbled chains in young fists. You sat on
swingsets on summer evenings –– the sky would fall to cornflower blue and
you’d thrust yourself at emerging stars, sweep arcs through the dusk and with
pendulous hearts slip free at the highest point. You’d lie limplimbed, sideby
side: pulse in your chests and wrists and vertebrae so furious you weren’t sure if
it were the ground beneath you throbbing or your bodies. You remember he
stared down the sky and said do you think that we are obsessed with flight
because our bodies inevitably seek the earth. Even then he talked that way; a
precocious child, people said. You were precocious children –– the kids who read
lots and talked little so you knew more words than you knew how to pronounce.
Who spoke infrequently and intentionally because words were weighted –– a
currency.

You remember the small spaces. Like any children you sought enclosures:
the solace of stairwells, blankets, underthetables, trees. Gathered scabby limbs
into nooks and nests and became enjambed syllables. You remember the sudden,
searing understanding that grownups don’t stop seeking small spaces –– they
just look for them in each other. You could still fit beneath stairwells when you
knew you wanted to seal yourself into his viscera, and he thought of the strange
clefts and caverns of your body (he always was a precocious child).

You remember the first red swaths inside your thighs –– blood petals,
slick and splayed like a Georgia O’Keefe poppy –– you felt beautiful and sobered.
You remember the first crepepaper kisses, awkward and electric; then the soft
animals of each other’s tongues. Kissing into oblivion. Until you trembled and
snapped and your yetdeveloping frames buckled against each other; arching
spines and grinding hipbones, hunger that jarred your little hearts into your
throats. An abrupt release: silence, surrender, a clinging so desperate you didn’t
know if the synced pulse beat in your blood or his.

You remember strobe lights, sweat, throbbing in your stomach and soles
of your feet. Hypnotic pulse and pull; circling and swaying one another until
your knees nearly gave and you staggered out into the frigid night. Lit joints like
fat fireflies and fragrant smoke tendrils unfurling to the stars. You said you
can’t drive like this –– let me take you, I’ve only got a contact high.

You don’t remember what made you swerve. You remember a jolt in your
gut like jumping from a swingset; starbursts and spiderwebs marring the
windshield, shards stinging your face. You remember a starchy hospital bed
sterile white light and a pocked white ceiling. You don’t remember the last thing
he said.

Teslin Benedict is a college kid and general disaster in Bellingham, Washington. Some things
she appreciates are podcasts, poetry readings, really nice ballpoint pens, feminism, snailmail
letters, caffeine, and her cat.
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UNTITLEDKim Dela Cruz
Selfdiscovery is a sticky process and I was foolish to expose myself
like an orange
tearing at its own thick skin
to share a glimpse of the raw interior
my most delicate flesh
wet in my palm.

Kim Dela Cruz recently graduated from Brandeis University with degrees in psychology
and creative writing.
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LIKE THE SEA IS EMPTY AND FULLMelissa Buckheit

She sends a bottle
of seawater

wrapped in a skirt smelling of her body

The water was cloudgreen
but after it settled I found

evidence of some sea animal
whose very body was an organ it seemed, preclassical

the calcium intestine fluted
as early Greek columns of poplars,

modest, empty.
I tilt the glass and it picks up Pacific algae,

her taste on my tongue
as I call anyone, my voice muffled

by the rush of the river,
which splits this city, a creek really,

with duck surfing sideways, glistening without effort—
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Originally from New York and New England, Melissa Buckheit is a poet, dancer,
photographer, English professor and bodywork therapist. She is the author of a collection of

poetry, Noctilucent (Shearsman Books, 2012), a chapbook, Arc (The Drunken Boat, 2007), and
her poems, translations, photography, interviews and reviews have appeared in nth position,

Blue Fifth Review, The Drunken Boat, Blue Collection Chapbook 1: The Body & Chapbook 2:
Music, Sinister Wisdom, University of Arizona Poetry Center eNewsletter, Cutthroat: A Journal

of the Arts, Bombay Gin, Pirene’s Fountain, A Trunk of Delirium, Spiral Orb, Shearsman
Magazine, and Sonora Review, among others. She translates the poet Ioulita Iliopoulou from

Modern Greek, is the recepient of a TucsonPima Arts Council Dance grant, and her poetry has
also been nominated for two Pushcart Prizes.

She holds an M.F.A. from Naropa University and a B.A. from Brandeis University, and has
taught at The Georgia O'Keeffe Museum, The Southwest University of Visual Art, Pima College,

and the University of Arizona, as well as dance through Zuzi! Dance Company. Melissa is the
founder and curator of Edge, a monthly reading series for emerging and younger writers at
Casa Libre en la Solana in Tucson, AZ. She lives in Tucson with her partner, and their son.
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THE THINGS YOU CAN'T GET RID OFJoanna Leigh Simon
You can’t get rid of your books – at least not easily. You put a box of

them on the curb once a year and crouch beneath the front door window and
watch for hours to see who might adopt one. You assume that the bald man
who picks up Othello has taken it for the same reason you did – because you
knew nobody would ever really read it and you wanted to see it on a shelf just
for a little while.

There are a few things in the kitchen that you can’t seem to get rid of:
those last few sprinkles of cinnamon, three capers swimming in their thin jar.
A can of sardines you bought once because you wanted to be the kind of person
who ate a can of sardines. It seemed nice and oldfashioned.

You can’t get rid of your baby blanket. It’s blue. All of its tiny holes ran
together and now it is just a silken border, a collapsible square that smells
cold. You keep it on a shelf in the closet next to your vibrator, and still pull it
out sometimes when you’re sleeping alone, which is always.

You can’t get rid of a small red dot beneath the middlefinger knuckle on
your right hand. It’s been there for years. You run your finger over it, hoping it
will disappear. You think it might be a mutant freckle. It may be the thing
that kills you.

You can’t get rid of a slight jealousy of your brother’s new boyfriend,
because your brother loves him more after only six months than he loved you
after his whole life. You can’t get rid of the tension that spreads across your
shoulders, always there in the mornings. It ignites a daily revision of
everything that’s happened, ever, of the entire past. You can’t get rid of the
past. The worst thing about that is how boring most of it seems.

You can’t get rid of your smile. Luckily, it is your best feature.
You can’t get rid of the holes in your memory, the ability to forget, the

blank space between words of a song that you mostly remember, or a being you
can semirecall but which has no face. You can’t get rid of your body and its
corresponding lovehate; it carries you, and you carry it, forever.

Cookie fortunes in your wallet, you can’t get rid of them for fear that
your fortunes will never find you. A deck of Tarot cards you actually got pretty
good at reading. (You believe what they tell you.) Knitting needles and a couple
skeins of yarn in earth tones. You can’t get rid of them because one day you
will make something
beautiful.

You can’t get rid of your history of lovers. They will march invisibly
behind you always in an uncomfortably quiet parade. They kiss you all over
while you’re stopped at a red light. They are infinitely presenting you their
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gifts – a book, a letter, a toy – these things you can’t get rid of, on their shelves,
in their boxes. You can still recall the smell of their stomachs and the varying
softness of their earlobes. You can’t get rid of the sensation of your lips on the
place you most like to kiss on anyone, surprisingly innocently  on the fleshiest
pillowpart of their cheek.

You can’t get rid of your notebooks, in a milkcrate in the corner of your
room. You can’t get rid of the accompanying fantasies, of which there are two:
One is to roll around naked on a pile of your own handwritten pages, which is
silly, and the second is that someone you love will read every single page when
you die, which is sad.

You can’t get rid of your parents and how perfect they are, despite
everything. You also can’t get rid of the only thing they think is wrong with
you, which is that you are fat. You can’t get rid of this memory: At last year’s
holiday party, your married boss kissed you and his tongue felt like – not that
you’d know, but you can’t help but draw the comparison – a sea cucumber.

You can’t get rid of the feeling that you aren’t giving enough of what
other people may need. But you have given all you can. And there goes the
tension again, crawling across your back like an urchin. You can’t get rid of
your phobias. An aversion to crowds. Sickness at the sight of wet paper. These
things make your neck hurt and make you have to close your eyes. You also
can’t get rid of the gap between your two front teeth, which you desperately
want to believe is sexy.

You can’t get rid of the family of squirrels living in the walls; a hundred
times a day they are chasing each other and then they are sleeping and then
awake. Last fall a dead one lay in the alley behind the house. You pushed it
against the brick wall behind a trashcan with your boot toe. It snowed a lot and
it was buried, and in the early spring when everything melted you found a tiny
skull. You cannot think about this without imagining an oyster making a pearl.

You can’t seem to get rid of that gold necklace with the purple stone – an
anniversary present from someone who stopped loving you. It was never really
your style. You don’t keep it for sentimental reasons, but because you can’t
seem to sell it, and who throws away jewelry? You imagine that one day you
might give it away – to someone who needs a little sparkle. But for now, it is a
delicate burden, another trinket piled on top of you, that you invisibly carry
wherever you go, around your neck, always hanging.

Your ancestors – you can’t get rid of them. You can’t untell their story,
which goes like this: “Before us there were others. We can’t be sure where they
came from. They killed things and fucked each other and lit things with fire.
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They turned into soldiers. They nursed each other’s wounds. They protected
what was theirs and thieved for the rest. They brought salt into new homes
because it was the custom. They lived through wars – well, some of them
burned. The rest crossed land, and then, an ocean. They said goodbye and hello
and I love you, but in a language we don’t speak anymore. We know it when we
hear it though, in bits and pieces, flung from the mouth like woodcuttings,
rough when stroked in one direction and smooth on the other side. Our parents
were their children’s children. They rode in wide cars with no seatbelts, so
many little hearts flung uncaged down the road. They learned math and how to
make gin and tonics. They took the bus to the dentist. They would buy a
hotdog, French fries, and a Coke for a nickel, and they will never ever forget it.”

The story repeats a thousand times a second in each cell of your body.
You are performing it constantly without noticing, but when you lie still in the
quiet dark you can hear the rhythm of its telling, and you will always feel it if
you listen carefully, until you are destroyed along with everything, because
even if you can’t get rid of it, some part of you knows that somehow one day it
will be gone.

Joanna Leigh Simon is an MFA candidate at Rosemont College and a founding partner of
Skout Media. Her writing has appeared in Glasses Glasses and on Public Radio International's
"The World." She lives in Philadelphia with her pet python Beyonce.
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JOHN HANCOCKHannah BakerSiroty

The tallest building in New
England is selling at auction
for sixhundredsixty
million dollars, and
this is just a cut
off the estimated value.
A cheap asking price
for so many mirrored
windows and a 360 degree
view of Boston—what
surrounds it. All I’m
looking for is a yard, something
safe to share with Melissa.
A house with grass, where we
can forget to lock the door and
come home to everything
exactly the same way we left it.

Hannah BakerSiroty was born in Massachusetts, and currently lives with her wife in
Arlington. She has studied writing at The University of WisconsinMadison, Trinity College
Dublin, and Sarah Lawrence College. A former poetry fellow at The Writers’ Room of Boston
and The Vermont Studio Center, she was recently a featured reader in the Boston’s Best U35
Reading Series. Currently, Hannah teaches writing at Pine Manor College and is working on
her second book of poems—about vicepresidents. Her first book, Odd of the Ordinary, is
awaiting publication. You can find out more about Hannah at www.poetrying.com.
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THE MORNING AFTERChristina Etre

Our hair is matted down
with grease,
and our breath smells like
dead pigeons.
Our bodies are stale
with day old sweat
and
other things.
My
red sweater
has vanished. Your
blue tshirt
has disappeared. There
is a twisted mess of blue jeans
crumpled on the floor.
Your bed sheets
are tangled around my ankles
and my ankles are tangled
around your legs. Your
arms are wrapped
a hundred times around my body and
I fold my head into your chest.
After
we shower and dress,
little purple welts
still brand our necks
and green bruises
stain my thighs.

Christina Etre moves around a lot but she tells people she's from Massachusetts because it's
easier. She is currently a junior at Champlain College, where she studies professional writing.
Christina likes poetry, bare feet, and used books.
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NOTES ON THE MOTORCYCLE BLONDEAmanda Leduc

SWF Seeking SWF
Five foot four in stockings. Blonde. Blueeyed. Drives motorcycle. Prefers not to
wash unless absolutely necessary. Plays the trumpet. Is learning the unicycle,
very inexpertly. Seeking SWF of otherthanBritish origin for random chance
email communication and potential facetoface chat. Inner potential includes
the ability to send mixed signals, string people along, and hurt their feelings.
Apologies may or may not be forthcoming.
When I meet the Motorcycle Blonde, my first thought is that a character in my
novel has come to life. The short blonde hair, the large mouth, the icy eyes –
yes. Even her voice sounds like my character – the accent notquiteIrish, the
words plump with the inflection of someone grown up on a rock in the middle of
the Atlantic.

So when we meet, in an old Edinburgh bookstore where the shelves are
high and the air smells of paper and dust, I am instantly struck silent. I ring
her French textbook through my till and say nothing. I let my male coworkers
flirt with this tiny blonde, and wish madly for the gumption to do the same.
When the Motorcycle Blonde leaves, her black helmet tucked under one arm,
the boys turn to me and snicker.

“She fancied you,” says one boy. “Couldn’t you tell?”
“I wasn’t sure,” I tell him. I never am.
“Pity,” and he smirks. “You North Americans –– you don’t pay attention

to anything.”
We find each other two months later, courtesy of a whatthehell newspaper ad
(Beautiful Motorcycle Blonde. Need a French tutor?) and a vigilant network of
friends. By this time, the Motorcycle Blonde is in Brighton, heavily immersed in
her French. Her letters back to Edinburgh are curious and friendly, sarcastic,
strange. She sends me articles about Rubik’s cube art and conspiracies
involving Edgar Allan Poe.

I write to her in French, because I need to practise my verbs. Avoir.
Perdre. Trouver. Nous avons acheté trois poissons rouges!

Come Christmas, she takes the train back north. Voudrastu aller avec
moi pour un café, mademoiselle?

Oui, I tell her. Oui.
The Motorcycle Blonde shaved her head when she was eighteen, and went bald
for almost two years. She’s growing her hair back now because between the hair
and the motorbike, people automatically think that she’s gay.
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“But,” I say, not understanding, “you are gay.”
“I don’t want people to assume,” is what she says. And so she waits for

longer hair, has begun to wax her eyebrows. When asked, she says that she likes
girlie girls, that she finds The L Word intensely refreshing. Apparently, there
are too many butchy lesbians in the media.

I am skeptical of this, too, but I say nothing. The Motorcycle Blonde’s hair
is more pixie than butch, and so blonde in parts it’s like the hair of a child.
Everyone has an opinion about it. Some friends miss it long. Others miss it
short. The Motorcycle Blonde is herself shooting for middle ground.

“Definitely not Sinéad,” she says. “But not Rapunzel either.”
I work with blue ink, which the Motorcycle Blonde finds very funny.

“That’s very unwriterly,” she says. “Do you think critics will take you
seriously, with ink like that?” She carries a fountain pen and a bottle of black
ink everywhere she goes, but doesn’t call herself a writer. “Maybe I’ll write
memoirs one day, but I’d have to be interesting first.”

Her letters come to me on parchment, the writing spidery and small. She
tells me of her crushes, and the people whose hearts she is breaking without
even knowing it. One envelope comes stuffed with a magnifying glass, as a joke.
Another time, the letter comes in purple ink, courtesy of a calligraphy store in
Brighton. “I’m using it for your letters,” she says, “and for the letters I’ve sent to
Rufus Wainwright. I’m offering to be his slave if he’ll pay my way through
school.”

I tell her about Virginia Woolf, about her violet notebooks. The Motorcycle
Blonde stalked celebrities in purple ink, the critics might one day say. Same as
that writer –– her what drowned in the River Ouse.
The Motorcycle Blonde has a dog that tucks himself in at night. He lives on an
island with her mother –– a woman who has cheekbones like no one else I’ve
ever seen. The Motorcycle Blonde’s face is somewhat rounder, her bones hidden
and yet sturdily Scottish. Her mother is from England. Maybe that explains the
cheekbones, maybe not.

The dog, a Jack Russell terrier, is a “big man, little body” kind of animal.
He hates the snow, just like the Motorcycle Blonde, who is warming to it for
aesthetic reasons but plans to spend her latter days on the French Riviera,
playing poker and drowning in a series of torrid affairs. The dog has the energy
of a canine twice his size and somehow manages to look down his nose at
everything. For the two days that I am in his company, he looks down his nose
at me. He is at once a watchful guard and whore, skeptical of my intentions but
happy to usurp my hands.
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I don’t know what my intentions are. I am a spurofthemoment answer to an
equally spurofthemoment question, ad, adventure. I have come to this island
on the west coast of Scotland to find love, and I’m finding less than myself. But
perhaps the Motorcycle Blonde does not know my intentions, either. I am, after
all, only 50% gay. So we hike the Scottish hills. We walk the dog. We sit before
the fire until 3am, drinking whiskey. And that is all that happens.
In the end, the Motorcycle Blonde is strung between two women –– one a
hippy, the other a Greek intellectual who breathes a world of books. The hippy
lives in Australia now, and the Greek waits in Edinburgh, like me.

Because of the hippy, Motorcycle Blonde has a white scar bisecting her
eyebrow, where gravel from a bike accident was imbedded in her skull.
Because of the Greek, she has a thick layer of sarcasm wrapped around her
heart, and heavy boots with twoinch heels. Intense, is what she calls it.

But the Motorcycle Blonde is prepared. The Motorcycle Blonde, after all,
knew she was gay when she was fourteen. The dirtiest thing she ever did was
fuck a man with a strapon. “I wouldn’t have it any other way than torrid,” she
says. “Life without misery is just so flat.”

I had no idea who I was at fourteen. Fifteen years on, I’m still deciding,
still a skeptic, still unsure. I know only that hearts are dangerous, and brittle,
and yet so full of hope that torrid seems an empty future. The Motorcycle
Blonde has yet to see this. She looks forward, not back; she knows everything,
and has no fear. She leaps forth like a salmon through the water, heart held
aloft in outstretched hands.

Amanda Leduc is a writer and memoirist currently located in Hamilton, Ontario. She
published articles, essays, and short stories across Canada, the US, and the UK. Her newest
novel, The Raptured, will be published in the spring of 2013 with Toronto's ECW Press.
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SHE PAINTS HER SELFPORTRAIT AS A POLYPTYCHRebecca Seiferle

she says it's meant to be a mountain, a striated rock formation,
but, standing in this concrete studio and looking into her sea
where the cobalt blue shivers open, and her body keeps sinking
she can see it's obviously a city, an irregular skyline constructed
of perfect squares, glittering with the earth from
which they were extracted: a city wall, a grid of rock between
the sky and the sea and all the ways and depths of falling into. . .
as she is trying to fall into her own seeing; how it sparkles,
that city surely uninhabitedemptied of certainties, empty
as the wall she painted it for, which is to say, open
* * *
the right side of her face is dark green/ she's experimenting,
"complimentary colors"/ but what's unspoken in the selfportrait
is that the two sides of her face are at war/ the left side is pink (though
whether it's right or left depends on who is looking, which is why
everything keeps doubling, folding into and out
this vision cupped inside a vision of herself)/ bounded by the black
wall
meant to represent her hair, but which flows/ out of her head/
into her neck,/into her voice box,/traveling all the bone roads
into the earth itself/ which travels back up, singing/ and flushes the
left side
pink/ but the right side is an isolated "I" land/ an islet cut off
by the black defining wall/ so its green becomes a stagnant pond/
brooding in some proliferation of growth or rot/ Which is to say that
the left side has/lips/an eyebrow/an eye/ an ear/but the right side
has/nothing/no features/except for a clot of black/ where the eye should
be/
as if only a scar remembered the crescent moon of the displaced "I"/
and no ear except on the dark green cheek/there is a brown shape/
three dark green seed circles/ like a strange fetal organ/sewn
or growing into her skin/ like an ear/cut off and laid flat
upon the cheekbone/ an ear listening to the dark side
of her face/ listening/to that part of her/that is a dark island
* * *
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1st panel: sperm/ gourd/phallic/stem/pumpkin/
translucent green beautiful unfolding/
out of the orange flesh/ of solar life/ while in the corner/
the Bird with a milky blind purple eye/foretells
what the strange Chimera/wolf or deer/prey or predator/
forming in the air/above the Bird/and out of the stem
of flesh/ that the Bird presides over/is it by accident, the way
the brush disobeys the hand/or some intention that creates
this strange animal/with a leaf/growing out of its back, a leaf
which is curved/ almost a handle/ as if desire/or the limits of desire/
could be grasped in a definite shape?/
2nd panel: the phallic stem of the pumpkin/has evolved
orange/like the Lorca’s color for the bridge of the soul/
red like the body driving across it/while from the right/
a Face and its shoulders/ lean forward as if to breathe/
in the seed/to take the stem/ into its mouth/to swallow
the spermatozoa of ultraviolet and the deep almost black/
purple of the Bird/have combined and formed strange organs/
within the interior of the body/a strange birth has given birth/
to what she did not know she was becoming
to the 3rd panel/that has one/solo/human form/hisandher/
pathogenesis/red and purple/its heart is a green leaf!/
the membrane of the viscera is the memory/of the Bird
now digesting the interior/of being/into something red/
singing/what is this internal churning?/the intricately delineated/
pelvis/ the hip bones/that earth/ the body rides upon/the shadowy
concavities opening/to the crowning/ of some other head?
the head/ that rides the shoulders/with its spine/and the base of its
brain
with its shape/is inalterably/transformed/ so that the phallic stem/
of the pumpkin/is now/a remnant/an empty thought/only an empty
thought/
abandoned patriarchy/ the memory is bad

the present/ which is to stay the now flowering/the human flesh/the
4th panel:
is still missing
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* * *
cups within cups/ a cupped hand can mimic
this shape/but there is no hand/ the work is nonrepresentational/
just curves/of color/each with its dark swirl inlaying the inner
curvature/ at the base of the curve, each reaching up/
not closed/not opening/if this painting were a human being/
it would be someone coming forth to meet you/but overwhelming
what is this/vicious green swirl/clotting up/ blotted/spattering/
in concentric swirls/over the canvas?/ but the worldits unremitting
bodily secretions of snail/or the vomit of chlorophyll/how chaotic/
this so intricate/ selfcontained self/ so devoid/
of the impulse to represent itself/ except as the flowing/
of cups within cups until they spill over
* * *
this is the face of a woman/assessing herself
in her own mirrors/the chin is strong/the lower part of the face
is lips/ simmering/on the edge of a smile/or just opening/
to say / below the neck/ the shirt is dark/
dark as the earth/into which she is falling/but her hair is/
lightning/ so the body is beginning/to divide/
into heaven and earth/ so the gaze is preoccupied/ looking downward
and sideways/ with that gaze with which one looks into oneself/
toward the interior/ the dark surface of the self/
where she is always falling/ / and emerging/ becoming/
the other side of whatever she is looking at

Rebecca Seiferle's fourth poetry collection, Wild Tongue (Copper Canyon, 2007) won the 2008
Grub Street National Book Prize in Poetry. She won a Lannan Foundation Literary Fellowship
in 2004. She's the founding editor of the online international poetry journal, The Drunken Boat,
www.thedrunkenboat.com. She was the Jacob Ziskind poetinresidence at Brandeis University
and currently lives in Tucson, Arizona, with her family and teaches at Southwest University of
Visual Arts.
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ARTISTS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS

Eleanor Leonne Bennett is a sixteenyearold internationally awardwinning
photographer and artist. She has won first place in competitions by National Geographic,
the World Photography Organisation, Nature's Best Photography, Papworth Trust,
Mencap, The Woodland Trust and Postal Heritage. Her photography has been published
in the Telegraph, The Guardian, the BBC News website and on the cover of books and
magazines in the United States and Canada. Her art has been globally exhibited, having
shown work in London, Paris, Indonesia, Los Angeles, Florida, Washington, Scotland,
Wales, Ireland, Canada, Spain, Germany, Japan, Australia and 2011's The
Environmental Photographer of the Year Exhibition, amongst others. She was also the
only person from the UK to have her work displayed in the National Geographic and
Airbusrun See The Bigger Picture global exhibition tour with the United Nations
International Year Of Biodiversity 2010.
Dana Berube is a writer, artist, and translator from central Massachusetts who now
lives in Boston. In a past life she was a Mongolian warrior queen but now she fights most
of her battles with humor and big words.
Melissa Buckheit is a poet and photographer. Her full bio may be found on page 15.
Debbie McCarthy earned her M.A. in Feminism and the Visual Arts at The
University of Leeds in the UK. Prior to this, she earned her B.F.A. in 2D Fine Arts
and Fifth Year Scholarship in Art History from Moore College of Art and Design.
In the studio, this study manifests itself in the creation of mixed media work using
ephemera of the lived experience of gender. McCarthy frequently participates in charitable
exhibitions, and has had her art featured in several publications. Her work is in private
collections throughout the U.S., and can be viewed online at www.dmccarthyart.com.
Misti RainwaterLites is the author of Bullshit Rodeo. She maintains a literary and
photography blog at http://www.roxixmas.wordpress.com.
Jillian Rubman is a freelance photographer currently pursuing a Gender Studies M.A.
in southern Spain. Her academic life in the last few years has centered around literature
and gender issues, so she's been excited to contribute her photography to the awesome
(ad)venture that is Broad!. To see more of her photos, take a look at her website at
www.jillianrubman.com.
Sarah Seldomridge was born in West Virginia and grew up in a log cabin she helped
her father build. She now lives in Boston, where she works, designs, and makes art.
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June 17, 2012

Dear Reader,
People have said I should write a Letter from the Editor. I also really enjoy reading letters
from the editor, like the Daily Rumpus emails from Stephen Elliott or their Letters in the Mail
subscription. But herein lies the problem: what do I say in my own letter? What is there in my
life that you, dear reader, would find interesting? Stephen Elliott's missives tend to say things
like, "I was talking to [redacted] the other day about [life philosophy/film]. We were walking on
the [bridge somewhere in New York]. But [profound or otherwise thoughtprovoking statement
about the cycle of fame/death/the human condition]." My letters, if I were to write about my
life, would say things like, "Tonight I made the turkey burger to rule all turkey burgers! There
is an egg on it!! Look at this picture I took of it before eating."
Alas, my life is the greatest source material I have. Here are some stories:
Last summer, I decided that now I was A Real Adult (read: "someone with her own apartment
and a steady fulltime job," as though those are the only qualifiers for maturity), it would be the
ideal Summer to Be Bold. I would not say no to new ideas or experiences, no matter how
daunting or improbable they seemed. In practice, this amounted largely to going on mediocre
dates, acquiring a taste for beer, and dancing a lot. Oh, and starting this, of course. I'm glad
for last summer; it gave me the opportunity to work with the people in these pages.
This summer I wanted to get a new tattoo, but strong sunlight could cause the ink to fade, so I
will wait until the fall. It's going to be a skeleton key with the Boston skyline as the "prongs" of
the key (for lack of a better word). I want it to represent this time in my life.
There's quality stuff in this issue. Loves break, don't break, dogs die in the woods with a
stranger. Metaphors and paintings and a squid (or octopus; it could be an octopus). A fancy
pigeon. The stuff you can't leave behind, even if you wanted to. And that's it, isn't it? You
can't leave your life behind, even if it seems like it never happened. Even if the only record is
in your mind, or in someone else's. You can try but somewhere, there will be a residual
memory.
So here's a record of spring and summer 2012. Take these 34 digital pages and (re)read them
and keep them, as a mark of where you and I and all these contributors were at this time.
Sentimental, sure, but who gives a fuck? Not me. Here's to the first year of Broad! existing,
and the last issue with Emma Needleman as assistant editor. (Emma is going to a Ph.D
program in the fall, because she is a smart cookie and general badass. Congratulations! I will
miss her.)
Enjoy the issue. If you like it, please submit for the next one.
Best of luck in being bold, and love,
Heather
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